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An approach to the numerical veriﬁcation of
solutions for variational inequalities using







In this paper, we describe a numerical method to verify the existence of solutions for
a unilateral boundary value problems for second order equation governed by the
variational inequalities. It is based on Nakao’s method by using ﬁnite element
approximation and its explicit error estimates for the problem. Using the Riesz
representation theory in Hilbert space, we ﬁrst transform the iterative procedure of
variational inequalities into a ﬁxed point form. Then, using Schauder ﬁxed point
theory, we construct a high eﬃciency numerical veriﬁcation method that through
numerical computation generates a bounded, closed, convex set which includes the
approximate solution. Finally, a numerical example is illustrated.
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1 Introduction
A numerical veriﬁcation method to verify the existence of solutions for mathematical
problems is a new approach in the ﬁeld of existence theory of solutions for mathematical
problems that appear in mathematical analysis. Numerical veriﬁcation methods of solu-
tions for diﬀerential equations have been the subject of extensive study in recent years and
much progress has been made both mathematically and computationally (see [–] etc.).
These methods are known as new numerical approaches for the problems where it is dif-
ﬁcult to prove analytically the existence of solutions for diﬀerential equations. However,
for some problems governed by the variational inequality, there are very few approaches.
As far as we know, it is hard to ﬁnd any applicable methods except for those of Nakao
and Ryoo. The theory of variational inequalities has become a rich source of inspiration
in both mathematical and engineering sciences. So, a high eﬃciency numerical method
for variational inequalities is often beneﬁcial to the relevant subject. It is the aim of this
paper to attempt a numerical technique to verify the solutions for elliptic equations of the
second order with boundary conditions in the form of inequalities, that is, we construct
a computing algorithm which automatically encloses the solution with guaranteed error
bounds. In the following section, we describe the elliptic equations of the second order
with boundary conditions in the form of inequalities considered and the ﬁxed point for-
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mulation to prove the existence of solutions. In Section , in order to treat the inﬁnite
dimensional operator by computer, we introduce two concepts, rounding and rounding
error, and a computational veriﬁcation condition. In Section , we construct a concrete
computing algorithm for the veriﬁcation by computer, which is an eﬃcient computing al-
gorithm from the viewpoint of interval arithmetic. In order to verify solutions numerically,
it is necessary to calculate the explicit a priori error estimates for approximate problems.
These constants play an important role in the numerical veriﬁcationmethod. In Section ,
we determine these constants. Finally, a numerical example is presented. Many diﬃculties
remain to be overcome in the construction of general techniques applicable to a broader
range of problems. However, the author has no doubt that investigation along this line
will lead to a new approach employing numerical methods in the ﬁeld of existence theory
of solutions for various variational inequalities that appear in mathematical analysis. We
hope to make progress in this direction in the future.
2 Problem and ﬁxed point formulation
Let us ﬁrst settle on a few notations. In what follows we shall make use of the Sobolev
spaces Wk,p() of functions which possess generalized derivatives integrable with the
pth power up to and including the kth order. For p = , we shall write Wk,p() = Hk(),
H() = L(). Further, we introduce the scalar product in L() by




Let  ⊂ R be a bounded domain with piecewise smooth boundary . We consider the
unilateral boundary value problem
–u = g in , (.)
with boundary conditions of two types:
u =  on  ⊂ ,
u≥ , ∂u
∂v ≥  and u
∂u
∂v =  on + =  – .













Set V = {v ∈ H() : v =  on }, and denote the inner product and norm on V , respec-
tively, as follows:
(u, v)V = (∇u,∇v), ‖u‖V = ‖∇u‖L() = |u|H().
Problem (.) may be formulated as a variational problem. To do this, let us deﬁne the set
K =
{
v ∈H() : u =  on ,u≥  on +
}
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and the potential energy functional
J(v) = a(v, v) – (g, v).
Then the functional J is continuous, strictly convex, and coercive in the space V . From
these properties of J and results of optimization theory [], it follows that the minimiza-
tion problem is ﬁnding u such that
J(u)≤ J(v), ∀v ∈ K ,u ∈ K . (.)
Hence problem (.) is equivalent to the problem of ﬁnding u such that
(
J ′(u), v – u
) ≥ , ∀v ∈ K ,u ∈ K , (.)
where J ′(u) is the Gâteaux derivative of J at u. Since (J ′(u), v) = a(u, v) – (g, v) and a(u, v) is
symmetric, problem (.) is equivalent to that of ﬁnding u ∈ K such that
a(u, v – u)≥ (g, v – u), ∀v ∈ K . (.)
Now, let us consider the following variational inequality:
Find u ∈ K such that a(u, v – u)≥ (f (u), v – u), ∀v ∈ K . (.)
Here, we suppose the following conditions for the map f .
A. f is the continuous map from V to L().
A. For each bounded subset U ∈ V , f (U) is also a bounded set in L().
In order to obtain a ﬁxed point formulation of variational inequality (.) we need the
following standard result.
Lemma . [] Let K be a closed convex subset of V . Then u = PKω, the projection of ω
on K , if and only if
u ∈ K : a(u, v – u)≥ a(ω, v – u), ∀v ∈ K . (.)
Then, for each u ∈ V , from the Riesz representation theorem, there exists a unique ele-









, ∀v ∈ V (.)
and the map F : V → V is a compact operator (see []).
By (.), problem (.) is equivalent to that of ﬁnding u ∈ V such that
a(u, v – u)≥ a(F(u), v – u), ∀v ∈ K ,u ∈ K . (.)
By Lemma . and (.), we have the following ﬁxed point problem for the compact oper-
ator PKF :
Find u ∈ V such that u = PKF(u). (.)
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Then, using the ﬁxed point problem (.), we can construct the numerical procedure to
verify the existence of a solution for the variational inequality (.).
3 Rounding and veriﬁcation conditions
In order to describe the numerical veriﬁcation procedure, we introduce two concepts,
rounding and rounding error. For the sake of simplicity, let us assume that  ∈ R is a
bounded domainwith a polygonal boundary.We shall denote by I = {, , , . . . ,m} the
set of all indices i associatedwith the internal nodes xi of the domain andwe shall denote
by I = {m + ,m + , . . . ,m} the set of all node indices i associated with the boundary
nodes xi of the domain  and we let I = I ∪ I . Here, for the sake of simplicity, let us
assume that I = {m + ,m + , . . . ,m + j}, I+ = {m + j + , . . . ,m}, and I = I ∪ I+ .
In what follows, we shall consider only a regular system of triangulations. In other words,
when reﬁning the partition of , the triangles of the given triangulation do not reduce to
segments. Let {Th} be a regular system of triangulations of. The nodes of a triangulation
lying on I will be denoted by pm+,pm+, . . . ,pm. We then approximate V by
Vh =
{
vh ∈ C() : vh|T ∈ P(T),∀T ∈ Th
}
,
where Pk(T) denotes the set of all polynomials of degree at most k on the deﬁnition do-
main T . We then deﬁne Kh, an approximate subset of K , by
Kh =
{
vh ∈ Vh : vh(pi) = ,∀i ∈ I , vh(pi)≥ ,∀i ∈ I+
}
.
It is easily seen that Kh is a closed, convex, and nonempty subset of Vh.
We then deﬁne the approximate problem corresponding to (.) as
a(uh, vh – uh)≥ (g, vh – uh), ∀vh ∈ Kh. (.)
Let u be the solution of (.) and uh ∈ Kh be the approximate solution of (.). Now, as one
of the approximation properties of Kh, assume the following.
A. For each w ∈ K , there exists a positive constant C(h) such that
‖w – PKhw‖L() ≤ C(h)‖g‖L(). (.)
Here, C(h) has to be numerically determined.
For any u ∈ K , we now deﬁne the rounding R(PKF(u)) ∈ Kh as the solution of the fol-
lowing variational inequality:
a
(R(PKF(u)), vh –R(PKF(u))) ≥ (f (u), vh –R(PKF(u))), ∀vh ∈ Kh.
For a set U ⊂ V , we deﬁne the roundingR(PKFU)⊂ Kh as
R(PKFU) =
{





Also, we deﬁne for U ⊂ V the rounding errorRE(PKFU)⊂ V as
RE(PKFU) =
{
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where
∥∥f (U)∥∥L() ≡ supu∈U
∥∥f (u)∥∥L().
The positive constantC(h) appearing here is numerically determined in Section  by using




) ∈RE(PKF(u)), ∀u ∈U .
With the above, we have the following as a result of the Schauder ﬁxed point theorem.
Theorem . If there exists a nonempty, bounded, convex, and closed subset U ⊂ K such
thatR(PKFU) +RE(PKFU)⊂U , then there exists a solution of u = PKF(u) in U .
4 Computing procedures for veriﬁcation
In this section, we propose a computer algorithm to obtain a set U which satisﬁes the
condition of Theorem ..
Now, we deﬁne the approximate problem corresponding to (.) as
a(uh, vh – uh)≥ (g, vh – uh), ∀vh ∈ Kh,uh ∈ Kh. (.)
As parameters to describe a function vh ∈ Vh we choose the values vh(pi) of vh at the nodes
pi, i = , . . . ,m, of Th. The corresponding basis functions φj ∈ Vh, j = , . . . ,m, are deﬁned




zjφj(t), zj = vh(pj) for t ∈ .
By [], (.) is actually equivalent to the following discrete system:
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
DIIzI – PI = ,
(DI IzI – PI )zI = ,
zI ≥ , zI = ,
DI IzI – PI ≥ .
(.)
Here, DII ≡ (aij)i,j∈I , with aij = (∇φi,∇φj) and zI is the coeﬃcient vector for {φi} corre-
sponding to the function uh in (.). Further, PI ≡ ((g,φi))i∈I is anm dimensional vector.
Thus we can proceed in the following manner. Let R+ denote the set of all nonnegative
real numbers. For α ∈R+ we associate
[α]≡ {φ ∈ V : ‖φ‖L() ≤ α}. (.)
Let Aj (≤ j≤m) be intervals on R and let ∑mj=Ajφj be a linear combination of {φj}, i.e.,






ajφj : aj ∈ Aj, ≤ j≤m
}
.
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DIIzI – PI = ,
wI ≡DI IzI – PI ≥ ,
zI ≥ , zI = ,
wIzI = .
(.)
Here PI ≡ ((f (U),φi))i∈I .
System (.) is in fact a bilinear system of equations whose right-hand side consists of
intervals with constraint conditions zI ≥  and wI ≥ . To solve the nonlinear system
(.) with automatic veriﬁcation of the correctness of the result, a veriﬁcation method
for nonsmooth equations by a generalized Krawczyk operator as in [] could be used.
We adopt here another method. Setting x = (z,w) ∈ Rm–m , (.) without constraint is
written as a nonlinear system of equations,
F (x) = . (.)
Let x˜ := (z˜, z˜, . . . , z˜m , z˜m+, . . . , z˜m, w˜m+, w˜m+, . . . w˜m) be an approximate solution of
(.). Then note that z˜i ≈  or w˜i ≈  for eachm + ≤ i≤m.
Problem (.) can also be reformulated by nonsmooth equations using other methods,
e.g., []. However, (.) is continuous and diﬀerentiable. Hence, to enclose solutions for
(.), we use the following theorem proposed by [].
Theorem. LetF :Rm–m →Rm–m be a function with continuous ﬁrst derivative and
let M ∈ R(m–m)×(m–m) (real (m – m) × (m – m) matrix), x˜ ∈ Rm–m . Denote the
Jacobian matrix of F by F ′ ∈ R(m–m)×(m–m) and for X ∈ IRm–m (real interval vectors
with m –m components) deﬁne F ′(X) :=
⋂{Y ∈ IRm+m : F ′(x) ∈ Y for all x ∈ X}. If for
some X ∈ IRm+m with  ∈ X
–M ·F (x˜) + {I –M ·F ′(x˜ +X)} ·X ⊆ ◦X,
then there exists an xˆ ∈ x˜+ ◦X with F (xˆ) = .
Let X = (Z,W ) be an enclosure of a solution of the nonlinear system (.) by using
Theorem., whereZ := (Z,Z, . . . ,Zm ,Zm+, . . . ,Zm) ∈ IRm and Y := (Wm+, . . . ,Wm) ∈
IRm–m . Then we set Zi :=  or Wi :=  for each m +  ≤ i ≤ m provided that z˜i ≈  or
w˜i ≈ , respectively. If, for all i ∈ I , {Zi =  and inf(Wi) > } and {inf(Zi) >  andWi := }
hold, then it implies that the problem (.) has an optimal solution x ∈ X (cf. []). As one
can see, for the case that z˜i and w˜i are both close to zero, this algorithm would not work.
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Fortunately, we have never encountered such a diﬃculty up to now. But, in order to es-
tablish more general applications of our method, it should be necessary to consider the
methods for nonsmooth problems such as in [].
We now consider the fully automatic computer generation of the set U satisfying The-
orem .. First, we generate a sequence of sets {U (i)}, i = , , . . . , which consists of subsets
of V in the following manner.
We present an iterative procedure for generating {U (i)}i=,... (cf. [, ]). For i = , we
choose appropriate initial values u()h ∈ Kh and α ∈R+, and deﬁne U () ⊂ V by
U () = u()h + [α].
Usually, u()h is determined as
a
(
u()h , vh – u
()
h
) ≥ (f (u()h ), vh – u()h ), ∀vh ∈ Kh,u()h ∈ Kh. (.)
This corresponds to the Galerkin approximation for (.). The standard selection for α




j φj and αi ∈ R+, we set U (i) = u(i)h + [αi], i ≥ . Then we
deﬁne u(i+)h ⊂ Kh and αi+ ∈R+ according to
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
DIIzI – PI = ,
(DI IzI – PI )zI = ,
zI ≥ ,
DI IzI – PI ≥ ,
PI = ((f (U (i)),φi))i∈I ,
(.)
αi+ = C(h)
∥∥f (U (i))∥∥L(), (.)
where C(h) is the same as in (.). Here, u(i+)h is determined as the solution set of (.), as
described above. Of course, the solution of (.) satisﬁes the conditions of Theorem . in
an application to the case in which U = U (i). By using (.) and (.), we deﬁne the map








for i≥ , (.)
and we can denote the above procedure as
U (i+) =R(PKFU (i)) +RE(PKFU (i)), i = , , . . . .







α˜n– = αn– + δ.











Now we have the following veriﬁcation condition on a computer.
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Theorem . If for an integer N , the two relationships
u(N)h ⊂ u˜(N–)h and αN < α˜N– (.)
hold, then there exists a solution u of (.) in u(N)h +[αN ].Here, the ﬁrst term of (.)means
the inclusion in the sense of each coeﬃcient interval of u(N)h and u˜
(N–)
h .
For a convergence analysis of the iterativemethod for generating a sequence of set {U (i)},
we will prove that the concerned sequence converges for the case that the nonlinear op-
erator PKF in (.) is retractive around the solution u, and provided that the mesh size h
is suﬃciently small. We will leave such a general case as a further research topic.
5 Computation of the constants
In this section,we only dealwith the one dimensional case.Wegive a boundof the constant
C(h) of (.).
Let  = (a,b) and let g ∈ L(). Then the basic model problem (.) is written as:
Find u ∈ K such that a(u, v – u)≥ (g, v – u), ∀v ∈ K . (.)
We can represent the above problem (.) in the following form:
Au = g on  with Av = –v′′,
u≥  on {a,b},
u(a) =  or u(b) = , (.)
u′(a)≤ , u′(b)≥ ,
uu′ =  on {a,b}.
Let M be an integer >  and let h = M . We consider xi = ih for i = , , , . . . ,M (that is, a
uniform partition of ) and ei = (xi–,xi), i = , , . . . ,M. We then approximate H() by
Vh =
{
vh ∈ C() : vh|ei ∈ P, i = , , , . . . ,M
}




vh ∈ Sh : vh(a) =  or vh(b) = , vh ≥  on {a,b}
}
.
The approximate problem is then deﬁned by the following:
Find uh ∈ Kh such that a(uh, vh – uh)≥ (g, vh – uh), ∀vh ∈ Kh. (.)
We now consider the L() estimates of optimal order (that is, O(h)) of uh – u via a
generalization of the Aubin-Nitsche method. The following result is given by arguments
similar to those in [], except for obvious modiﬁcations. Since the basic notations and
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results are also the same as that of Natterer [], we do not discuss it further. The reader
may refer to [] for the details.
Regarding the approximation error ‖uh – u‖L(), we then have the following.
Theorem . Let u and uh be solutions of problems (.) and (.), respectively. If g ∈
L(), then we have




Hence, we may take C(h) = h
π in (.).
Proof Following Natterer [], we derive that
T(K ,uh) =
{





x ∈ {a,b} : uh(x) = 
}
.
Let e be such that Ae = g and e′(a) = e′(b) = . Hence, for w ∈H(),








w ∈H() : w≥  on Bh,u′(w + uh – u)|ba ≤ 
}
,
there exists a z ∈G such that
a(z,w – z)≥ (u – uh,w – z), ∀w ∈G. (.)
Next, we consider Az = u – uh. By using (.), we have













z′(w – z)|ba ≥ , ∀w ∈G.
Also, for z(b) >  we have z′(b)≤ , and similarly we obtain z′(a)≥  for z(a) > .
We now have the estimate
‖z‖L() ≤ a(z, z) = (Az, z) + z′z|ba ≤ (u – uh, z)≤ ‖u – uh‖L()‖z‖L().
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Therefore we have
‖z‖L() ≤ ‖u – uh‖L() and
∥∥z′′∥∥L() ≤ ‖u – uh‖L(). (.)
Next, for z ∈ K , we deﬁne the linear interpolation rhz by
rhz ∈ Sh, (rhz)(xi) = z(xi), i = , , . . . ,M.
Note that rhz ∈ Kh. Therefore, by the standard results of approximation theory [] and
(.), we have







‖rhz – z‖V ≤ h
π
∥∥z′′∥∥L() ≤ hπ ‖u – uh‖L().
(.)
Also, replacing v by rhu in [, Theorem ], we obtain





Hence, replacing y by rhz, y– z =  on {a,b} in [, Theorem ], (.), and (.), we obtain





Therefore, we deduce that




6 Example of numerical veriﬁcation
In this section, we provide some numerical examples of veriﬁcation in the one dimensional
case according to the procedure described in the previous section.
Let  = (, ). We consider the case f (u) = Ku + (K–π ) sin
π
 x and use a uniform par-
tition of , that is, xi = iM , ≤ i≤M. Set ei = (xi–,xi); then we have h = M . We take
Vh ≡
{
vh ∈ C(, ) : vh|ei ∈ P(ei), ≤ i≤M
}
,
where P(ei) is the space of polynomials of degree ≤  on ei. We now choose the basis
{φi}Mi= of Vh as the usual hat functions.
The execution conditions are as follows:
Numbers of elements = ;
K = /;
Extension parameters:  = –;
Initial values: u()h =Galerkin approximation (.); α = .
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The form of u()h is displayed in Figure .
The results are as follows:
Iteration numbers for veriﬁcation: N = ;
L-error bound: .;
Maximum width of coeﬃcient intervals in {A(N)j } = .;
Coeﬃcient intervals: as in Table .
The veriﬁcation succeeded for h from / to /. In Table , we show the values of
α and max |A(n)j |, which is the maximum width of the coeﬃcient intervals on the nodes.
Figure 1 Approximation solution y = u(0)h .












Table 2 Maximumwidth of the coefﬁcient intervals
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Remark . In the above calculations, we carried out all numerical computations using
the usual double precision computer arithmetic instead of strict interval computations
(e.g., ACRITH-XSC, PASCAL-XSC, FORTRAN-XSC, C-XSC, PROFIL, etc.). Therefore,
we neglected the round-oﬀ error. The reason is that the main purpose of our numerical
experiments is the estimation of the truncation errors which usually, roughly speaking,
are over – times larger than the round-oﬀ errors. That is, there will be in general some
rounding errors at each step.
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